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The Ninth Quarterly Heport of progress of the State-wide Paleonto-

logic-Hineralogic Survey includes the months of April, May, and June of 19^1.

During this period a total of eleven field units and one laboratory unit

were active for all or part of the time. Of this number, three of the field

units were suspended, and two new units were started. Also a chemical labora-

tory for making analyses of mineral samples was set up under the Headquarters

Unit.

During this quarter virtually all paleontological work was discon-

tinued; the field units either transferred their efforts to mineral explora-

tion or were suspended. The two new units added during the quarter are to

be devoted practically exclusively to mineral resource investigation and to

geologic studies necessary to interpretation of the deposits. Some vertebrate

fossils were collected on three of the field units because some paleontologies

material was needed for stratigraphic studies contemplated in those regions.

A great deal has been accomplished to date toward getting the

mineral investigation program under way. The several field units have "been

placed in areas were prospects of economically important mineral deposits are

good, and equipment necessary for such work has “been obtained.
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WORK PROJECT NO. 12510
Bee County Unit

Headquarters on the Bee-Goliad County Unit of the State-Uide

Paleontologic-Mineralogic Survey were retained in Beeville. An average of 10

certified workers and one non-certified supervisor were employed during the

quarter. Considerable reconnaissance work was done in Goliad County and a

number of test holes made to correlate geologic members of the various coastal

formations.

Goliad County site II was continued during the early portion of the

period, a total of about two weeks being spent there collecting elephant
material. This site is located on Maja Arroya, approximately two miles down-

stream from the bridge crossing the Goliad-Berclair highway, on the Pryor
Lucas ranch. A total of 53 fossil bones were collected from this terrace site.

These were all referable to Parelephas coltuabi.

Reconnaissance work, carried on throxighoxit Goliad County for verte-
brate fossil localities, covered 31anco Creek, Miller's Creek, Maja Arroya,
Cabeza Creek, the San Antonio River, Manahuilla Creek, Hord Creek, Lost Creek

;

Perdido Creek, Colette Creek, and tributaries of each of the above. On Mana->
huilla Creek reconnaissance work was done and a section in the Laßahia member
of the Goliad formation was cleaned for study. The major portion of the fossils
found in Goliad County were found in the western portion with some few locali**
ties being located in the north central part of the county and the eastern

portion in the lissie being almost entirely barren. Good exposures were found
in the various formations throughout the county.

Approximately six weeks were spent putting down a series of hand

auger test holes connecting sites worked from Live Oak County through Bee

County and into Goliad County. These tests were for the purpose of correlating
the various members of the Goliad formation. These tests are in an approxi-
mately straight line from the Medio Creek near Hormanna to a point on the

Blanco Creek near Berclair. These results will be compared with a test made
on Ten Mile Creek in Live Oak County and with the sections made in central
Goliad County. The tests ranged in depth from 4o feet to 75 feet. The sample-;
will be analyzed in the laboratory and each well logged for future reference,

Since the project was started in March, 1939* a total of more than

fifty fossil localities have been found in Bee and Goliad counties and over

1600 fossil bones collected and some 5000 isolated teeth and small bones

transported to the laboratory at Austin. Of the fifty localities, twenty-five
have been worked, some quite extensively. Pour sites were Pliocene in age;
the remainder were Pleistocene.

Blanco Creek Site I, located near Berclair on the Buckner ranch,
was worked for 12 months with a crew averaging 15 certified workers and one

non-certified supervisor. An excavation 200 yards in length and 25 feet at
the maximum depth was made and SOO fossil bones plastered and removed. In

addition, about 3000 small bones and teeth were collected. The major portion
of the fossils collected were in the Goliad formation, but a considerable
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collection was also made from the overlying Pleistocene terrace.

Following is a faunal list of each horizon:

Goliad Formation

Gnathabelodon huckneri

Merychippus cf. francisi Hay
Hannippus sp.
Neohipparion occidentale (Leidy)
Pliohippus sp.
Teleocei-as fossiger (Cope)
Capromeryx (?) sp.
Blastomeryx sp.
cervid, genus indet

Procamelus sp.

Prosthennops serus (?) (Cope)
canid, genus indet.

Alligator sp.

Terrace (Pleistocene)
Pareleplias co lunfoi

Mastodon americanus

Equus giganteus
Equus complicatus
Equus fratemus

Bison sp.

Camelops sp.
o docoilens sp.
Holmesina septentrionalis
Glyptodon petaliferus
Ondatra, sihethicus

Sigaodon hispidus
Lepus sp.
Scalopus aquaticus texanus

Bird, gen. indet.

Lizard
Alligator
Turtles

Snake indet.

Six months were spent working additional terrace localities in the

the following added to the fauna listed above.county and

Archidiskodon imperator

Platygonus sp.
Aenocyon ayersi
Dasypus sp.
Ground sloth, gen. indet.

Pour months with 15 workers were spent collecting from the Parish

ranch site on the Medio Creek. This site was exceedingly prolific, yielding
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twenty-five rhinoceros skulls, and a total of 489 plastered specimens and

about 2000 small bones and isolated teeth. Although rhinoceros was the pre-
dominant element here a number of other Pliocene forms were also well repre-

sented. Two excavations were made, one on each bank of the creek. The

faunal list follows:

Lepisosteus
Araeiurus

Turtle

Alligator
Rodent indet.

Carnivore indet.

Canid indet.

Trilophodont Mastodont

Teleoceras

Neohipparion

Hanniupus
Calippus

Pllohippus
Prosthe mops

Protolabis

?Pr camelus

Pliauchenia

Blastoaeryx

Palaeonerycid indet.

At site XVII 5 tear Uormanna, on the Richards farm on Hedio Greek,

two months with a 15 ma : crew was spent collecting from the Pliocene beds.

One-hundred-seven packages were collected, including about 50 plastered
specimens, and about 1000 small bones and isolated teeth. The fauna from

this site compares favorably with that from Live Oak County and the two other
Pliocene localities worked in Bee County. The four localities together with

the geologic data collected should aid considerably in working out the strati-

graphy of the Pliocene of the Coastal region.

Operations on this project were suspended June 19* 1941* A complete
survey was made of Bee and Goliad counties during the remainder of the last
quarter and no new fossil localities worthy of extensive excavation were found
It is therefore concluded that the period during which the counties can he
worked with the minimum of expenditures has been reached and the usefulness
and necessity for the survey over. There will no doubt be localities reported
during the years to come} some may be of considerable importance, but at
present the project seems best considered completed.



Uork Project 13602 is located ten miles southwest of Odessa, Texas,
Ector County. The fundamental objective of this project is to excavate and

thoroughly explore the meteorite crater for the purpose of ascertaining the

effect on the earth*s crust and bedding plane displacement due to this meteoric

fall. The average number of certified workers during this quarter was twenty-
five until June 6, at which time it was increased to sixty. Por the same

period, there were two non-certified workers.

Core drill operations were continued radiating from center of crater

to the rim to determine the amount of fill overlying the rock flour; also to

determine the thickness of the rock flower which overlies the Trinity sand.
To date it has been found that the rock flour has extended about one-hundred
feet each way from the center of the crater, and is covered by an average of
about sixty-five feet of fill. The drill operator is employed by The Univer-

sity of Texas,

A Magnetometer Survey began on the site April 24, 1941. The purpose
of this phase of activity was for locating meteorite fragments outside of the

main crater. The magnetometer stations were made at 25 foot intervals. More

than 1700 separate magnotometer readings v/ere made during the quarter. Out of
this number of stations there v/ere 124 "highs" or anomalies indicating the

presence of meteorite fragments. Excavations on ten of these locations have
been carried on, in five of which meteorite material has been found. Due to

unusually heavy rains during this period the other excavations have been

delayed but will be continued when the weather permits. In two of these five

excavations fossil bones have been found at depths from seven to ten feet

below the land surface, Eurther, in these same two excavations small meteori4
-',

fragments have been found at the same horizon with the bones.

Excavations on the project were continued on large trenches for the

purpose of determining the attitude of the underlying beds. Trenches "C" and
"D" were completed, and trench "E" was well advanced to a depth of at least
ten feet. All these trenches have proven of considerable scientific value.

A new phase of activity begun this quarter was the beginning of the
shaft which is to be sunk in the main crater. The head frame for the shaft
timber has been set for the first four feet. Most of the lumber to be used in

timbering the shaft has been delivered to the crater site. The shaft will be

seven by eleven feet in inside dimension, and about 170 feet deep o The shaft
has two compartments, one for hoisting, the other for man-way, having eighteen-
foot inclined ladders and floored landings at the eighteen foot levels. A

carpenter for the initial work on the shaft, laying of head frame and timbers,
was hired by The University of Texas.

The work done to date on the Odessa Meteorite Crater has shown that
this unusual land feature is infinitely more complex and more interesting than
was originally expected. As the work advances from stage to stage, both
scientists and laymen are ahle to inspect the evidence of the tremendous force
which was spent when the great meteor plunged into the earth. Much work re-

mains to he done in order to completely expose the numerous interesting feature
existing in and around the Odessa Crater.

WORK PROJECT 10. 13602
Ector County Meteorite Crater

5
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Project No. 15995 was opened July 28, 19*+0. Originally there

were thirteen workers assigned and the number of workers during the course

of operation of the project varied from ten to sixteen.

Prom the time thejoh was opened, until the middle of January this

unit concentrated on collecting fossils from the Triassic heds in the south-

eastern part of Crosby County. Two large sites were worked in the Triassic—-

one at the head of Holmes Creek on the A. J. Swenson ranch and the other

embracing most of the Triassic exposures on tie west side of White River on

the W. W. Brunson ranch.

Most of the material collected from the Triassic belongs to reptile?
and amphibians. Phytosaurs were the most abundant animals in the deposits
worked. Ten phytosaur skulls, four mandibles, and many skeletal parts were

recovered. One Buettneria skull, several teeth of lung-fish and several teeth
of an unknown fish, and many skeletal parts of the strange reptile known as

Besmatosuchus were found.

While some very good material was taken from the Triassic deposits
on the Swenson ranch, by far the best material was recovered on the Brunson

ranch, especially in the vicinity of Cedar Mountain or Nigger Hill, as it is

locally known. Collections were made from several horizons which were distri-

buted through nearly 100 feet of section.

In January, 1 *->'-1 >
the project moved its v/ork site to the Blanco Bed-,

about ten miles north of Crosbytoa at the confluence of the canyons of

Crawfish Draw and White River, Here are some beds which differ markedly from
the other deposits of the High Plains, The usual reddish-brown sands and

clays of the Panhandle formation are locally absent, and the space is occupied
hy a series of white sands, green sands, sandy clays, limestones, and caliche.-
Prom these Blanco Beds were recovered a total of four hundred and. forty-five
packages of fossils. The fauna varied from place to place; perhaps the
different places representing different times or conditions of deposition.

The fauna included horse, mastodon, camel, peccary, cat, dog, sloth,
glyptodon, and turtle. Three good carapaces of turtle were found, one com-

plete with plastron and at least three articulated feet. Three peccary skulls
a,nd two mandibles were recovered. Mastodons must have been common in Blanco
time for three skulls and six mandibles of this animal were collected as well
as a large number of tusks varying from three to eight feet in length from a

relatively small excavated area. Two of the skulls were in good condition,
having both teeth and tusks in place. The largest skull collected had tusks
about eight feet long. The right tusk, however, was some two or more feet
shorter than the left one. The tusk had been broken off during the life of
the animal and the broken tip had been worn quite smooth both on top and below
the break.

Numerous as were the mastodons, the camels were even more plentiful
and more universally distributed in the several excavations. Sixteen camel
skulls, eighteen mandibles, forty-five jaws, and many scapulae, pelves, leg

WORK PROJECT NO. 15995
Crosby County Unit
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and foot bones, and vertebrae were collected. It may be possible to make a

composite mount of this large camel from this material.

Possil vertebrates can be found in zones in the Blanco Beds, ranging
from the contact of the Blanco with the underlying older beds to almost the

top of the Blanco. Collections were made frora all levels which were found to

contain fossils.

Occurring locally in the Blanco Beds are deposits of diatomite and

bentonitic clay. The diatomite overlies, almost everywhere it is present, a

bed of bentonite. Several exposures of diatomite were noticed. In order to

determine the thickness and areal extent of the beds, sections were made

through the diatomite and bentonite from their first appearance on the north
end of the west wall of Blanco Canyon south perhaps three~fourths of a mile to

where they disappear. Samples from both the diatomite and bentonitic clay
have been submitted for determination by laboratory technicians.

The Blanco Beds are exposed on two ranches, the J. S. Bridwell ranch

and the R. B. Smith ranch. Most of the exposures are on the Bridwell ranch

and most of the collecting was done there. Some collections were made on the
Smith ranch, but only a limited number of fossils were obtained.

The diatomite and bentonitic clay were not found on the Smith ranch.

The area where the exposures are visible in the breaks of the canyon are con-

fined to the Bridwell ranch. It is thought, however, that these deposits
might thicken appreciably toward the west. The farm adjoining these exposures,
on the west belongs to Percy Halls of Halls, Texas.

The project was suspended indefinitely on July 5> 19^1 ,
because of

quota reductions. At the time the project was suspended it employed fifteen
certified and one non-certified workers.
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This project has its headquarters at Henrietta, Texas, and employs
an average of ten certified and one non-certified vrorkers.

The principal object of this unit consists of collecting fossil

vertebrates and plants from lower Permian and upper Pennsylvanian. In this

area, the contact between the two systems has not been definitely determined.

The Paleontological collections already made by this project should aid

materially in establishing the above mentioned contact.

No sites have been completely n worked out" by this project. All

quarries which have been excavated have interesting possibilities for future

work and in spots where surface collections were gathered, continued erosion

will probably expose additional fossil materials.

Due to the fact that there are few improved roads in this region
and that 194-1 has been the wettest year on record, quarries have been excavate

when that particular quarry could be reached, and not in any continuous or

consecutive order.

The Hawsell Hill, Clay #2: About half of the period was spent ex-

cavating in this quarry, located l 4 miles south-west from Henrietta. The pit
is located on the west end of the mountain. Seventy-nine bone slabs were

taken out in plaster. The Cotylosaur, Diadectes, was represented in this

collection by many fine jaws, limbs, vertebrae, etc. Many of the teeth are

especially fine. Other blocks contain fine long, neural spines from Dimetrc
don and Ldaphosaurus, as well as limbs, ribs, etc, A small, fossil plant
collection was obtained from one member of the exposed section in the quarry.
Without aoubt, this quarry offers much promise for future excavations, decpir
the thick overburden which has been reached.

Pat Watson, Clay fJOI Location, one mile east, three south from

Windthorst, in bluffs, one hundred yards east of road. Three blocks removed,
all of which is apparently Firyops material. The work was closed here due 10

more promising sites to be excavated elsewhere. The material from the Watso:

pit include two large blocks, apparently containing articulated Sryops remain
as well as eight blocks of Idaphosaurus vertebrae and spines. About 17 days
were spent exploring the Watson quarry.

Walter Shutt, Olay #l9: Location, five miles east, 1-g- miles north
from Henrietta, Five days were spent excavating in this site. Articulated

vertebrae, fragmentary skull material, limbs, etc., ?/ere exposed and 15
plastered slabs were collected. The outstanding block contains a complete
Lryops skull and jaws without appreciable distortion or mineral incrustation.
This block was crated for shipment, also another block which contains a skull,
jaws, spines, etc,, of Dimetrodon.

Fossil Plants: J. M. Self farm, 4-|- miles south of Shannon, mile
west of schoolhouse. Nodules containing galena were also collected, in addit
to the plants.

WORK PROJECT NO. 16321
Clay County Unit
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The information contained in this circular was gathered by a unit of

the iPA State-Wide Mineralogical Survey of Texas, a project sponsored by The

University of Texas, Bureau of Economic Geology. The purpose of this survey is

to assemble information concerning mineral products and to gather other geolo-

gical data and make it available to the public. With this information in the

hands of the public, it is reasonable to suppose that industries of value to the

State may be developed. The following report is based on work done in Mason County
by Work Project No. 16843» from September 30, to June 7* 19^-*

By John H, McCammon, Supervisor

Introduction

With tin near the top of the list of strategic metals, the main purpose
of this project was to determine:

1. The geographic distribution of tin in Mason County,
2. The source of the tin.

3. The amount of placer and/or lode tin present per unit volume of
sand or vein.

Secondary purposes were to determine what minerals, if any, occurred

with the tin and what minerals occurred in the metamorphics rimming the granite,
and to search for deposits of magnesite.

Two mimeographed maps are included in this circular. The first shows
the areal outline of the fine-grained granite of the Streeter-Grit area with the

location of placer tin indicated by an "x. 11 In the second, the location and
areal geology of the magnesite deposit is shown.

Tin

Streeter-Grit Area •In referring to the Streeter-Grit area, it is in-
tended to include only the outcrop and the immediately adjoining areas of the

fine-grained granite which trends EE-SW "between the towns of Streeter and Grit.
Streeter is 9*9 miles west of Mason on State Highway 29; Grit is 5*9 miles west

Assistance in the preparation of these materials was furnished by the person-
nel of Work Projects Administration Official Project No. 665-66-3-233.

REPORT ON TIN AND MAGNESITE DEPOSITS

IN MASON COUNTY, TEXAS*'

MINERAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Circular No. 32
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on State Highway 151. The length of the fine-grained granite mass is about three
miles and its maximum width is 1 to liy miles. Thus it presents an areal surface
of 3 to 4|r square miles.

This granite outcrop may be pictured as a rectangle with the short ends

roughly rounded. The map on page 7 indicates the arcuate contact with the pre-
Cambrian Packsaddle schist to the NE and the SW. On the long side: the contact

easterly is with coarse-grained granite (indicated to be older by the inclusions

of it in the fine-grained granite as seen along the contact on Honey Creek) and

westerly is with Cambrian Hickory sandstone.

At the outset, peripheral areas of the granite were prospected for tin-

bearing zones. The older rocks in contact with the granite, especially zones

bearing quartz and pegmatite veins, were examined. Drainages in these areas were

panned. This technique, plus a search along pegmatites and quartz veins, failed

to reveal a single occurrence of cassiterite (tin oxide) in the exposed metamorphics
surrounding the fine-grained granite.

Prospecting with gold-pans was done also on the streams within the fine-

grained granite. Success was immediate and the distributional pattern of the

stream tin was worked out. Whether tin was present or not in the samples was

proved in the field as follows: The heavy mineral residue was washed as clean

as possible and put in a glass with shavings of zinc and dilute hydrochloric acid.
A metallic coat forms on the cassiterite grains. Thus the familiar light gray,

metallic luster quickly distinguishes cassiterite from other dark-to-black colored

heavy minerals which may be present.

The problems of the source and the amount of the tin were then attacked.

The source of the cassiterite appears to be the pegmatites. No cassiterite has

been found in any localized granite area devoid of pegmatites and quartz veins.
In the southwest corner of the Blount ranch, a pegmatite cuts the granite near its
contact with the Packsaddle schist and the Hickory sandstone. Pulverization of a

cubic foot of this vein, rich in tourmaline, biotite, and pink feldspar, yielded
two very small fragments of cassiterite. The soil and rotten granite adjacent to

the pegmatite yielded considerable detrital cassiterite.

Continued search along the quartz stringers and genetically related

features failed to reveal any cassiterite in place, except for a few fragmentary
crystals. Placer cassiterite, where found, always occurs in the vicinity of

pegmatites and/or quartz veins. Some cassiterite may be disseminated in the

granite close to the veins and pegmatites.

The possibility that cassiterite may have been concentrated in basal

Hickory sandstone where it overlaps the granite was also investigated. However,
pulverized and loose material from the Hickory sandstone just above the contact

yielded no cassiterite. Nevertheless, it is still possible that the basal Hickory
does contain cassiterite concentrated locally by the streams and creeks which were

abrading the granite during initial Hickory time. However, one may appreciate the

difficulty of locating the natural riffles or obstructions where cassiterite

would lodge and accumulate on the relatively rough pre-Cambrian surface of the

granite during deposition of basal Hickory sandstone. Geophysical techniques
would seem, moreover, to offer little promise of success of locating such ancient
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placer enrichment, for any anomalies as a possible result of mineral concentration
would be obscured by the presence throughout the Hickory of abundant hematite (iron
oxide).

The cassiterite accumulation in the creeks of the fine-grained granite
area may be the result of concentration of cassiterite from a considerable thick-

ness of granite.

To ascertain the amount of cassiterite present per unit volume of stream
sand and of soil, quantitative measurements were made in areas found to contain

cassiterite during exploratory panning. A sluice box was used to recover the

cassiterite from measured volumes of the stream sand and of the soil. The sluice

box used was 12 feet long, 20 inches wide at the feed end, 8 inches wide at the

exit, and 10 inches deep. Hiffles 3/4" wide and 1/2" thick, placed at right angles
to the flow, effectively caught the cassiterite.

The quantitative results, with the location of the samples, are as

follows:
Pounds Cassiterite

Sample No. Location per Cu, Yd,

1 Blount ranch, tank stream sand. 1*855

2 Blount ranch, downstream 20 yards from

tank, north hank of stream. .008

3 Seaquist ranch, west prong of Honey Creek,
soil on north hank 200 yards ’.vest of con-

fluence. .0018

4 Lamar Thaxton ranch, Dad's Springs Creek,
150 yards south of Dad's Springs (coarse-

grained granite area). .022

5 Blount ranch, 30 yards from tank downstream

on right hank. .097

6 Blount ranch, sand in draw on left hank of

main creek, 35 yards north of granite-
Packsaddle schist contact. .038

7 Eppler ranch, stream sand from major north-

south creek in pasture. .0685

8 Blount ranch, soil on right hank of creek,
60 yards downstream from tank. .0174

9 Blount ranch, soil of left hank of main

stream on hillside, about JO yards
south of well. .174

10 Blount ranch, alluvium on north bank of main

creek. .00054

11 Seaquist ranch, west prong of Honey Creek,
150 yards west of confluence. .00236



The amount of cassiterite per cubic yard is very small. The alluvium

deposits along the streams average 1 to 2 feet thick and are narrow. Moreover,
no further consideration can be given to soil areas. The slight amount of

cassiterite in the soil areas is of no economic value.

Placer cassiterite,with the exception of sample 4, occurs only in

minute concentrations at a few places in the Katemcy coarse-grained granite mass.

This granite extends roughly from Grit northeast toward McCulloch County.
Cassiterite was found in this area on the following two properties:

Ranch owner

Otto Hoffmann

Location

7.8 miles north of Mason on the

Mason-Brady highway

John Huegner 9,5 miles north of Mason on cross

road from gravel pit on Mason-

Brady highway to old Mason-Katemcy
road.

Topas, a fluorine containing mineral, is associated with some of the

cassiterite localities in the fine-grained granite mass of the Streeter-Grit area.

The area in the vicinity of the fluorite deposit on the Ferguson ranch south of

Katemcy yielded no cassiterite.

Northeast quarter of Mason County .
—To complete the outline of the geo-

graphic distribution of stream cassiterite, the northeastern quarter of the county
was also investigated by panning of the major streams in that area. Willow, Stone

Herman, and Martin creeks, with their respective drainages, were worked for 4the

heavy minerals, Especial attention was directed to Herman Creek, since in The

University of Texas Bulletin No. 34(31, The Geology of Texas, Yol. 11, page 634,
reference is made to the occurrence of stream cassiterite in Herman Creek, Mason

County. Unfortunately this reference could not be substantiated in the field.

Careful and detailed panning failed to yield any stream tin as ordinarily dis-

cerned by the zinc-hydrochloric acid reduction test. This statement, moreover, is

applicable not only to Herman Creek but to all the above mentioned creeks.

Magnesite

Through the courtesy of Messrs. Gates and Koock of Streeter and Mason,
Texas, the writer was shown an outcrop of a white, weather-resistant rock which a

chemical analysis showed to contain magnesite and dolomite. The road log to this

deposit is as follows: Follow State highway 29 and 151 north and west from court-
house 2.8 miles; turn right through gate at road material pit and left through a

gate 50 yards. Follow dim field road to fence for 1.25 miles; follow upstream on

foot 100 yards to deposit.

On the outcrop, this deposit of magnesite has a maximum length of 100
feet and is 50 feet in width, Since the surrounding chloritic schist is almost

standing on end, one may expect a maximum thickness of approximately 50 feet. No

greater surficial width or length can he expected, for a continuous trenching
around the greatest perimeter gave the length and width as already stated. Test

4
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pits dug at right angles to the strike of the outcrop failed to reveal any soil-
covered bodies of ore, either on the flanks or in the continuation of the strike

of the deposit. The test pits were bottomed in Packsaddle schist in every case

except one.

Along the northern prolongation of the strike of the magnesite a small
lens of calcium carbonate marble was uncovered. This is perhaps significant, for

it is, first of all, evidence of the rather easily weathered, magnesium-lacking
marble. Secondly, the difference between the rates of weathering of magnesian and

non-magnesian marbles may indicate that the top of the magnesite lens has only
recently been open to erosion; otherwise the magnesite deposit would stand higher
than it actually does.

The question of whether or not the magnesite lens has only recently bee-'

subjected to erosion is of value in consideration of the possible depth of the

deposit. If, as it appears, only the top of the original lens is outcropping,
then a possible depth of 50 feet may be expected. The actual depth, however,
be determined only by use of the core drill. The area of this lens is approxi-
mately 3550 square feet. Taking fifty feet as the depth, then 177*500 cubic fee:-
of ore are present. With 12.2 cubic feet to the ton as a factor, then an estimate
of 14,550 tons may be made.

A chip sample taken from exposed magnesite boulders was analysed by the
Bureau of Industrial Chemistry, The University of Texas, with results as follows:

Percent
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid --------- 9*39
Altunina and iron oxide - .3 8

Magnesium oxide- ---------------- 24.19
Calcium oxide- ----------------- 22.02

Ignition loss- ----------------- 43.96

Recalculation of this analysis into the minerals contained in the deposit
gave the following;

Percent

Magnesite _______________.17.70
Dolomite- ------------------- 12. SO
Silicate minerals ------------- 9*50

During times of national emergency, such as exists at present, small

tonnages of mixed magnesite-dolomite ores are of strategic value, not as a source

of metallic magnesium in competition with the comparatively cheap magnesium
chloride brine and carbo-thermionic brucite reduction processes, but as a re-

fractory resource, thus conserving our chromium for the unique properties of that
metal as a ferro-alloy.

It is possible that other deposits of magnesite, with or without dolomite,
do occur in the extensive outcrops of Packsaddle schist in this county. As shown

on the majf of the location of the magnesite, a long hand of marble outcrops 350
yards to the east of the magnesite. This marble is almost entirely lime with very-
little dolomite present. On the map showing the location of the cassiterite, the
Packsaddle in contact with the fine-grained granite along the southwestern edge of
the granite mass, is predominantly lime marble. The marble bands are almost



vertical and of a very considerable thickness. Here again the marble is almost
devoid of any magnesian minerals. But it is not impossible that the conditions

necessary for the magnesitization of the described deposit are present elsewhere
in the marble series of the Packsaddle. An extensive core-drilling program
throughout the area might locate sizeable deposits of magnesite and dolomite.
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MAP SHOWING LOCATION OF TIN IN STREETER-GRIT AREA

MASTON COUNTY, TEXAS

Scale: 2-2/3 in. a 1 mi.Aerial Photograph Base
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MAP SHOWING LOCATION OP MAGNESITE DEPOSIT, 3 MILES NORTHWEST OP MASON

MASON COUNTY, TEXAS

Aerial Photograph. Base Scale: 8 in. = 1 mi.
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S. L, Scott, 3 miles east from Newport, plants. (Middle Harpers-
ville),

R. A. Williamson, 5 miles south, 3 miles west from Postoak. First
fossil insect from the Harpersville was found here.

R. L. Voyles, 1,6 miles south of bridge across iilest Pork of Trinity-
River on Jacksboro-Wichita Palls highway. The coal seams axe exposed on the
north side of the road. One day was spent in each of the above plant locali-
ties.
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Buring the months of April, May, and June of 19^-1, Work Project
Ho. 17000 was scheduled to operate in both Polk and San Jacinto counties.

Livingston, Texas, served as the unit’s base throughout April, and for the

first few days in May, since during this time work was confined to Polk

County, of which Livingston is the county seat. The average number of workers

assigned to the project consists of twelve certified laborers and one non-

certified assistant project supervisor. Por the most part, the work in Polk

County was devoted to vertebrate fossil collecting. However, some few days
in May were devoted to test hole drilling into the Trinity River terraces for

the purpose of gaining geological information for future study.

On May 10, the project headquarters was moved to Goodrich,

Texas. Throughout the remainder of May and June work was carried on in San

Jacinto County. Here also the collection of vertebrate fossils was the chief

objective.

Por the quarter period approximately one hundred and fifty fossil

specimens were collected. All were from the Lagarto formation, and the

material making up the matrix in all sites excavated was found to be very
much the same. The number of plastered specimens collected somewhat exceeds
the number of smaller packages collected simply by wrapping them in tissue

paper, and sorting in small sample bags. By far the greater number of these
latter specimens were found to consist of teeth, small foot bones, and small

fragments sufficiently preserved to enable them to be transported and main-
tained without the use of plaster.

Many of the plastered specimens collected will perhaps serve a dual

purpose in that they not only will make important contributions for study and

correlation, but they might also be used, due to their completeness, as exhibit

specimens.

Site Ho. 3, located on land belonging to Hew Willard Lumber Company,
formerly known as the old Lowe place. This site is two miles northeast of

Goodrich, Texas. The WPA crew excavated at this site during the first three
weeks in April. Although fossils here were not as abundant as they were at
the Smith site in the same vicinity, a sufficient number and variety were

collected here to augment the Smith site collection made the previous quarterly
period.

The last week in April, and through May 10, the WPA crew was engaged
in drilling a series of test wells across river terraces developed by the

Trinity River. The site chosen for this traverse lay along the Livingston-
Huntsville highway, or State highway Ho. 190. Ten of these test wells were

drilled at spaced intervals east of Trinity River in Polk County, and three

west of the river in San Jacinto County to a point terminating at Point Blank.
The distance betv/een test hole 1 and test hole 13 was approximately eight
miles. Since a great deal of the geology of this area is obscured by terraces,
mapping is made exceedingly difficult. By drilling test holes one is able to

ascertain both the thickness of the terrace material and also a knov/ledge of
the extent of the adjacent spreading on both sides of the channel. While the

WORK PROJECT NO. 17060
Polk and San Jacinto Counties Unit
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drilling was being done, each test well was located and the surface elevation

obtained by use of a plane-table and alidade. Samples were taken at each

change of material encountered in the test wells; sometime this occurred at

one-foot intervals. Each hole was carefully logged as well.

San Jacinto County sites worked this period include:

Site No. 3* miles north of Cold Spring on land belonging to Jim

Ponahoe; the James Hahkin Sr. Survey. Take sandy road leading north of Cold

Spring (road between Trapp’s store and Sinclair filling station). Follow

past first cemetery to second cemetery, or end of road. Site 3 situated in

small gulley 2000 feet N, 20 E of NS corner of cemetery fence.

From the standpoint of the number of fossils collected from any one

pit, the above site proved to be an excellent one. During the time spent
here one hundred and two specimens were taken. Included among the collection

were as follows: horse, rhinoceros, deer, alligator, crocodile, turtle, camel,

mastodon, gastropods, fish, and other not identified in the field. Many com-

plete skulls were recovered here; these include five rhinoceros skulls, one

mastodon skull, two horse skulls, and two deer skulls. The pit containing
these fossils was relatively small, the great amount of fossil material being
heavily concentrated. With a thinning out of the matrix in every direction

from the central portion of the pit, the collection each day became lighter,
and finally the pit was exhausted and abandoned.

Site No. 1, 4 miles northwest of Point Blank on land belonging to
Ella McMurrey; the C. S. Abbey Survey, A 65. Take dirt road NS7 of Point

Blank, keeping generally to left. At 4 miles cross partly xxrashed out culver’
Take first dirt road to left (south) and folio?; .25 mile to open field.
Extensive exposures in eroded portions of field.

The above site is different from site 3 in that fossils were not
found to exist here in sufficient quantity to enable the crew to excavate by
the quarry method. Most of the material gathered here was done by scouting
over the vast stretches of bad lands and searching for material weathering oat

at the surface. Further digging at such places occasionally led to other

covered material. The site yielded about ten specimens, these include package,
of various kinds of teeth and other small parts, or in reality several fossil?:
in a package, but given only one number for convenience. One especially inter

esting specimen collected here was the skull and several articulated cervica-
vertebrae of an ancestral deer having three distinct antlers, one protruding
from near the nasal end. Other fossil material collected here include parts
of horse, alligator, rhinoceros, turtle, fish, deer, and other material not

identified in the field.

Site No. 2, 1.6 miles northwest of Cold Spring on land belonging to

Judge Nilliam McMurrey. Take Point Blank road leading out of Cold Spring to

a point 1,6 miles, or to gravel road turning left (south). Site 2 is situated

approximately mile north of this point, along the east rim of the vast

stretch of bad lands, and in the top of the exposed section of the eroded

Lagarto formation.

Only a few days were spent at the above site due to the scarcity of
material present. Only one plastered specimen was collected; the others being
small, well preserved material suitable for wrapping and placing in sample bag,
One outstanding find here was a partial jaw of a large carnivore. The remain-
der of the material consisted of horse teeth, alligator parts, gar scales, and

other various teeth.
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Site Ho. 4, located 5*5 miles southwest of Point Blank on land

belonging to Mrs. Lilia Bennett. lake Huntsville highway leading west from

Point Blank, follow 3*5 miles to dirt road leading south (locally called pump
station road), Pollow past pump station to Mrs, Bennett 1 s house, 2 miles from

highway intersection. Site 4is situated about 300 feet KE of Mrs. Bennett’s

house, in a deep gulley formed in lane between Nelson’s farm and Bennett’s

farm.

This site has not yet been extensively worked due to pending per-
mission to make further excavations. It promises to be equally as good as

any site yet worked in the county, including site 3» During the brief fifteen

or twenty, minutes the project was allowed to operate here ten specimens were

collected, and it appears that the site will require working by the quarry
method. Several fragments of rhinoceros jaws containing well preserved teeth

were collected here, and in addition two other plastered specimens, and three

or four sample bags containing small jaw fragments, teeth, foot bones and

other parts.

Site Ho. 5, 2.85 miles south of Point Blank on land belonging to

Bob Wanza; Morris Survey. Take Snow Hill road leading south from Point Blank.
Pollow in general right direction. At 2.35 miles turn west through gate and
continue through fields. At 2.85 miles road borders bad lands sloping west.
Site 5 in gulley about midway (north and south) of bad land gullies.

Only one of the gullies comprising the bad lands here was found to

contain vertebrates weathering out at the surface. Two days were spent here

with one-half of the crew at work. Possils collected here include as follows:

one slab containing several ribs and vertebrae of a rhinoceros, one rhino-
ceros jaw, several horse teeth, one partial jaw of horse containing well pre-
served teeth, anu several unidentified vertebrae.

Site Ho. 6; 4.35 miles south of Point Blank on land belonging to
the D. Poster Estate. Two miles south of site 5* Erom site 5 continue on

road leading south toward Willow Springs to a vast stretch of red and gray
Lagarto bad lands, 2 miles south. Possils collected over bad lands here. Ho

quarrying.
Scouting over these had lands comprising site 6 revealed that fossil •

did not exist in sufficient quantities to justify quarrying. A few specimens,
however, were collected here and given a number. A very interesting find here

was ai lower jaw of a small rodent, thought to he a heaver. It is in excellent,

condition, and contains teeth well protected by cementation. Both incisors ar

also in place, even though the upper portion has been broken, or sheared off,
Several other fossil parts collected here include horse teeth, leg bone frag-
ments, and other parts thought to be sufficiently complete to enable them to

be used for diagnostic purposes.

Reconnaissance, especially during the month of June, has been a

major part of the program. Scouting trips have been made to practically every
part of the county where it seems most likely that minerals useful in the

defense industry might he found to occur. Those minerals receiving increasing
attention on the part of this unit include especially road gravel, bentonite,
or fuller's earth clay; peat hogs, and various grades of clays.
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Although not all of the time devoted to reconnaissance was spent i

searching for minerals, for throughout the month of June this unit was one

primarily concerned with collecting vertebrate fossils, inqxiiries were made
and notes were kept at all times regarding mineral conditions in the county.
In the future the project will continue to operate as a mineral survey unit,
and under the new plan every effort will he made to locate mineral deposits
in both Polk and San Jacinto counties.
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Bor the past quarter of the fiscal year which included the months

of April, May, and June, Work Project Ho. 17210 of Gonzales County has employed
10 certified workers and 1 non-cert ified worker.

Birring this period the project has been engaged in field mapping,
the collection of invertebrate fossils, cleaning and measuring sections of

Tertiary exposures along creeks and the main river courses, investigating
volcanic ash deposits, searching for new bleaching clay deposits and mapping
old ones, mapping and sampling peat moss bogs, and searching for gravels
suitable for roads and building purposes.

Sections of Tertiary exposures measured are primarily in the Cost-
Monthalia-3elaont region, the area which is being mapped on a rather large
scale on a base map copied from photographs furnished by Mr. Uindrow of the

Agricultural Administration office of this county. Sections have been cleaned

and measured on the following farms: Lindemann brothers (two farms), Perez

farm, Gus Gandre farm, Ted Siepmann farm, Ainsworth farm, Charles Pape farm,
and Hunter Cook farm. Samples for laboratory analysis or those considered

pertinent to the section at hand have been collected at all sites. Inverte-
brate fossils have been taken when available. In some cases auger holes have
been made below the available exposed sections. In all, about twelve or four-

teen aeroplane photographs have been copied showing this area from near Gon-

zales to the northwest county line near Belmont, In order to make the work

of more value, a section of the area from Cost to Monthalia and possibly to

Belmont will be drawn from alidade work to be done before the project is com-

pleted. Complete sections will be made first of the Stone City and 17ech.es

formations.

Invertebrate fossils which will be cleaned and identified have been

collected from the Lindemann brothers farms, the Gus Gandre farm, and the

Charles Pape farm. Invertebrate fossils from the Jackson group have been

collected on the L. D. Dußose farm and dabs, on other JacksML sites has been

collected in order to obtain more material from other for«Bons of this

group. Cook Mountain material from the Cost sites and Stone City material

from the Gandre farm will yield species and possibly genera which had not been
found heretofore in this county. Several hundred pounds of soft sandy and

clayey matrix has been taken to the Austin laboratory for washing in order to

get the fossils present.

Volcanic ash was investigated on the Oscar Dußose farm south of

Gonzales. A bed covering several acres was found. The ash was found to be of

good quality, from 8 to 10 feet in thickness, and to extend roughly £ mile,
She rather steep dip of the beds, with consequent increase of overburden was

found to be the worst potential hindrance to working the ash for any length
of time if it is mined in great quantities. Bor a time, however, several

thousand carloads could be recovered with little or no overburden. Samples of

this ash are available in the Bureau collections.

WORK PROJECT NO. 17210
Gonzales County Unit
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Another ash bed on the J. R. Hinton farm was found recently. This
site has exposed several feet of sandy ash and a 6" stratum of white bentonite.
Ho work has been done at this site to determine the extent of the ash and ben-

tonite and their quality. Very little work has been done in attempting to find

new deposits of bleaching clay up to the present time, but plans for doing so

have been approved. This work will be carried on by copying photographs of
the Jackson outcrops in the county and drawing in known pits. Areas between

known pits will be tested in order to determine whether clay is present, and
if so, to what extent. In order to become acquainted with the conditions which

were found to occur in mining bleaching clays in this region the project made
several excavations and many auger holes on the L. D. Dußose and Oscar Dußose

farms south of Gonzales. Sufficient information was gained to get the general
direction of dip of most bleaching clay beds in the county, changes in thick-

ness, and many other features which will aid in selecting auger hole tests in
the most likely areas. Maps have been drawn showing two of the main areas of

past and present production. It has been found that the Wellborn member of
the McElroy formation is a. consistent bleaching clay producing possibility in

this county. Work will be concentrated for sometime on these beds.

Likely areas for peat bogs were scouted and any areas which had com-

mercial possibilities were sampled, mapped, and profiles were drawn. Emphasis
was placed on those bogs which could best be worked. The main bogs in the

county are the Henry Soefje Swamp, the Palmetto State Park swamp, and the

George Hershop s?jamp. Other bogs which were sampled are the Ted Berger bog
and the Denman beg. The last mentioned bogs were later found to be slightly
outside of Gonzales County in southeast Guadalupe County. Work on the Soefje
and Hershop bogs consisted of mapping the area, collecting specimens of living
plants vdiich are &h the present contributing to the deposit, drilling holes to

get peat profiles, drilling holes to obtain samples of peat for chemical teshs,

digging tranches to show the relationships of peat to the Tertiary outcrop and
to sho?/ the relationships of peat to the Tertiary outcrop and to the swamp at
the lower margin of some of the deposits. Twelve to fifteen acres of commer-

cial grade peat were located by this project. The Henry Soefje and George
Hershop bogs will soon be within about one-half mile of paved road. Since
tests have shown the peat from both bogs to be of good and gather uniform

duality, commercial production will, in all probability, be begun shortly.

Of interest is the data which shows that the present restriction of

peat-forming plants in the hogs is caused in part by the soil and sand that
has washed over the peat areas since the adjacent land was cleared. Shis

factor, however, is not the only reason for the present restriction of peat-
forming plants. It does not appear to he reasonable to assume that the peat
plants could have become so restricted in the short period that fields have

been cleared nearby. It is assumed, therefore, that climate has also contri-

buted to the near extinction of peat-forming plants in some of the bogs of
this county.
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This project employed during the time it operated in this quarter
15 certified and 1 non-certified persons, and had its base at Carrizo Springs,
Texas, Dimmit County.

This field unit operated for only the first month of the quarter
covered by this report, at which time the work was completed, and the unit

suspended.

The work was a continuation of a survey for road materials for use

in construcing or repairing the roads of military importance in the i-egion.
The survey was conducted with an electrical resistivity machine operated by
a technician of the State Highway Department. This machine was used in the

selection of favorable areas and elimination of unfavorable areas. In those

places where the electrical recordings were such as to indicate the presence
of sand, gravel, or caliche test holes were dug to determine the thickness

and quality of the material.

The work ?;as conducted along a belt of terrain extending about four

miles on each side of highway No. 2>s> extending across Dimmit County—a
distance of approximately 4l miles. The surveyed area was approximately 360
square miles.

She results obtained by this unit were gratifying. Numerous local:•
ties were discovered where the several different types of road material could
“be obtained within easy accessibility to highway No. 25* Ihe materials in-

clude gravel, sand, caliche, and sandstone. Some of the localities were found
to contain gravel, sands, and caliche in admixture; this mixture is especially
suitable for certain tjnpes of road uses*

WORK PROJECT NO. 17357
Dimmit County Unit
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During the quarter ending June 30, there have been employed
oil w.P. No. ten certified and one non—certified workers. The project
is located in Crockett, the county seat of Houston Count;?-. The workers are

transported by truck to those parts of the county in which work is being done.

The purpose of this unit is to explore for, map, and report on the mineral

resources of the county.

The first month of this quarter some work was done on the terraces

of the Trinity River, west of Grapeland. Beginning at Elkhart Creek, a series

of nine auger holes were drilled across the terraces to the edge of Trinity
River. The average depth of these holes was about forty feet. Water was

usually encountered at a depth of about thirty feet and drilling was always
more difficult from the top of the water table to the base of the terrace

deposits. Due to the caving of the water sands, the base of the terrace

could not be reached in some of the holes. A considerable thickness of sand

and gravel was found in these test holes.

In this vicinity there is a small creek entrenched along the margin
of terrace C and terrace B. This creek was followed downstream, and at a

number of places exposures were found of the base of terrace C and of the

underlying bed rock, the Queen City formation. The basal part of these

gravels is well cemented with ferruginous material. The work in this area is

not yet completed, because it is contemplated to return to the places where

the gravel is exposed in the banks of the creek and do a sufficient amount of

excavating to determine the possibilities of development of these gravel
deposits.

About a mile west of Grapeland a few days were spent in digging two

trenches across a fault. In the first trench a clay zone was encountered at

about five feet depth in the north side of the trench, ’which is the upthrown
side of the fault. The water table in the Sparta sand was only a few feet

below the clay layer, and it was impossible to reach the clay layer on the

downthrown side either by digging or by drilling auger holes. The second

trench was dug a few hundred yards from the first, but since the clay layer wa

not present, it was impossible to determine anything about the fault.

During the last two months of the quarter work has "been done on a

deposit of bentonite. This deposit is in the Cook Mountain formation, and is

well exposed in Hurricane Bayou, three miles north of Crockett, on the old

Crockett-Rusk highway. 'There are two beds of bentonite present, the upper
bed is 3*6 feet thick and the lower about six inches thick. The beds are

separated by about eleven feet of shale and ironstone concretions. The upper
bentonite layer is dark green, compact, and waxy, and is definitely of commer—-

cial importance. Another known exposure of this bentonite deposit occurs on

the Trinity River at Alabama Terry. It is also exposed on Two Mile Creek in

Leon County.

WORK PROJECT NO. 17743
Houston County Unit
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This bentonite deposit is now being traced south-westward from the

exposure on Hurricane Bayou to Alabama Perry by the auger hole method. This

will outline the region in which the bentonite is close enough to the surface

that it might be successfully mined. Starting at the exposure on Hurricane

Bayou, nine holes were put down between this point and the next road to the

west that crosses the Bayou. There are about fifteen feet of alluvium in the

valley of the Bayou, and accordingly in many places the upper bentonite layer
has been removed by erosion.

Illevations are carried with plane table and alidade from a bench mark
in Crockett to all the holes that are drilled. Thus, in those holes in which

the upper bentonite has been removed by erosion, but the second layer can be

found in place, the original position of upper bed can be calculated. Wherever
the upper bentonite layer is encountered, it is impossible to reach the lower
bentonite layer because the intervening iron-stone concretionary layers cannot
be penetrated with hand augers.

A total of 35 holes have been drilled for the bentonite. At the

close of this quarter work was being carried on between the Crockett-Palestine
highway and the railroad north of Crockett. On the south side and just above

the level of alluvial fill of Hurricane Bayou in this vicinity the upper
bentonite is encountered at about three feet depth, were it not for the sur-

face wash here, the bentonite would be exposed. Inasmuch as this area is

only about one mile north of Crockett, and close to the highway and the rail-

road, it should be an excellent place for commercial development. However, it

might be necessary to place more test holes in this particular area to deter-
mine the exact possibilities of this place.

One hundred and fifteen holes have now been drilled and some a,re

being worked over three miles west of Crockett. In two of the holes about two
feet of bentonite was encountered that cannot be placed into the known sections
It is possible that it is a third layer of bentonite. Poliowing are some well

records:

Hole No. 32 (located betxyeen railroad and Crockett-Palestine highway)
Pt.

0 - 2.5 Hed and gray mottled sandy clay
2.5- 4.6 Light olive green bentonite, weathered at top, and rust yellow at be
4.6~ 6.5 Medium gray and brown, fossiliferous, calcareous, shale

Hole Mo, 39 (located beside highway, just north of town)
0 - 0.3 Light brown sandy soil

o*3- 7*5 Ded and gray mottled clay
7-5” 8.0 Light gray, gypsiferous, shale, with ironstone stains and tiny iron-

stone fragments
S.O- B*s Light gray, shale and clay-ironstone
8.5-13.3 Light brown heavily gypsiferous shale

13.3-15.7 Light chocolate brown shale

15.7-16.7 Dark chocolate brown to black shale
1b. 7-19.0 Dark gray to black, glauconitic, marl. A few fossils.

19.0-21.0 Dark gray, glauconitic, fossiliferous shale

21.0-24.7 Ligit gray to dark gray bentonite

24.7-26.3 Dark gray and green fossiliferous glauconite
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Hole Ro, 110 (about three miles west of Crockett, beside road)
Rt.

o - 0.3 Brown sand soil

0.3- 6.0 Red and gray mottled clay
6.0- 8.3 Light chocolate brown shale with copiapite
8.3- 8.4 Yellow and brown silt

8.4- 3 Light gray ?;hen dry and light chocolate brown when wet, shale, with

copiapite
19.3-21,0 Light gray shale

21.0-24.3 Yellow-green to green bentonite

24*3-24.6 Yellow-brown shale

24.6-26.0 Gray-brown, fossiliferous shale

26.0-26.3 Clay-ironstone
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The Llano County mineral survey has its base at Llano, Texas. It

employed an average of S certified and 1 non-certified workers during the

three weeks it operated during this quarter. More certified workers are ex-

pected to he assigned to report to work on this project.

This field unit began operations on June 7, 1941, The principal

purpose of the unit is to investigate a number of mineral resource deposits
known within the county, and to make such geological investigations as are

necessary to make proper determination of the attitude and extent of these

deposits. The plan of work includes preparation of maps showing the location,

extent, and character of each deposit worked, and to prepare detailed reports
of the occurrence and quality of each deposit worked.

During the three week period during which this unit was active

within this quarter, work was conducted on an occurrence of barite on the

Freeman ranch and adjacent lands. This deposit occurs as veins in pre-
Gambrian metamorphic rocks of the region, and is distributed over a con-

siderable area. The method of work consisted of trenching and test pitting
through the mineral veins to determine their thickness, dip, and vertical

extent.

Much of the work done during the three weeks was reconnaissance of

the area to determine the limitations of the ba.rite occurrence, and to search
for more promising localities than those already known. One method employed
in the reconnaissance was the panning of stream-bed sands and gravels to

ascertain the presence or absence of grains of barite which would be admixed

with the sands of the stream if any sizeable deposit of barite were being
eroded wichin the upstream drainage area. In order to determine the distance
from its source that barite would travel downstream before disintegrating, ano.

in order to familiarize the workers with panning technique, experimental
panning was done in the bed of a stream that was known to flow acx-oss the
barite exposures. It was found that barite could be recognized in the stream

sands for a distance of about two thousand feet from the source. This exp&ri
ment demonstrated that panning as a reconnaissance tool is of considerable
value in exploration for barite as well as other heavy minerals.

Ihe work has not yet advanced to the stage where any report of

quantity or quality can "be made, but there can be little doubt that useful
information will come forth as the program advances. When the work on barite

is completed, other deposits, namely of talc, graphite, and probably vermi-
culite, will “be examined.

WORK PROJECT NO 18047
Llano County Unit
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This project was commenced on the tenth of June with the arrival

of the supervisor in Nolan County. On the sixteenth eleven men y/ere obtained

and this y/as the crew for the duration of the quarter.

The object of the survey was to extend knowledge of the mineral

resources of Kolan County with special emphasis on the study of strontium

minerals reported in the northern part of the county.

The time from the tenth to the sixteenth was employed by the super-
visor in making a reconnaissance of the known deposits and familiarizing
himself with the mode of occurrence and the geologic section immediately under

lying and overlying the beds containing strontium minerals. Several sections

were measured on the Hopkins, Scott and Boothe farms.

The strontium minerals consist of celestite and strontianite with
celestite predominating, and they occur in a limestone bed (slightly dolomi-

tized) varying from 8 inches to IS inches in thickness. Occasionally a second

deposit is noted about four or five feet below the Ho. 1 strontium bed. This

second bed is an impure limestone occasionally grading into a red limey sane’ s

and the mineralization is seldom very high. The beds underlying the strontium

deposits are almost uniformly typical Permian red sandstone with occasional

limey phases. Above the strontium beds are a series of red sandstone capped
by an eight-inch to one-foot bed of hard gray to brown dolomite which serves

as an excellent marker bed all over the northern part of the county, where

the Permian section is exposed above this bed are alternating sandstone and

limestone which ere capped by at least fifteen feet of har-d, yellow, cross-

bedded sandstone. The dip of the beds is very flat but apparently westerly
or slightly south of west.

when the men arrived for work on Tuesday, June 17, careful examina-

tion was made of the beds on the 1. 3. Scott farm and this survey has

north along west side of Sweetwater Creek for about two miles north of the
Scott farm house. On the 18th and 19th the survey was continued and embraced

an area of several square miles extending north and west from the Scott farm
to the Hopkins farm and also including the area east of Sweetwater Creek on

the Booth and Evans farm.

Rich deposits of strontium minerals were found throughout the area

examined. Mineralization may be very inconsistant as the bed is traced out.

The bed may appear to be almost pure celestite in places and these phases of
rich mineralization grade into other phases where the limestone has hardly
been affected.

On June 17 the following samples were taken from the L. B. Scott
farm and were numbered Scott No. 1,2, 3> etc. Sample Scott No, lis from a

north-south trending bluff along the Scott field west of Sv/eetwater Creek and

about a half-mile north of the Scott farm house, from limestone bed at top of
bluff. This bed is referred to as strontium bed No. 1.

Sample Scott No. 2 is from the same bluff about 6 feet immediately
below Scott No. 1.

WORK PROJECTNO. 18197
Nolan County Unit
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Sample Scott No. 3 is from the lower bed fifty yards north.

Sample Scott 4 was discarded.

Sample Scott No. 5 was taken at the top of a small canyon about 100

yards to the west of the bluff from which the first three samples were taken

and corresponds to strontium bed No. 1.

Sample Scott No. 6 was taken about 51 yards southwest of sample
No, 5 on south side of ceuyon.

Sample Scott No. 7 was discarded.

Sample Scott No. S was taken about 25 feet above base of hill in

northwest corner of Scott field about 1/2 mile northwest of the house.

On June IS the following samples were taken;

Sample ¥, Boothe No. 1 from the Walter Boothe farm on bluff east

of Sweetwater Creek and directly east of the exposures on the Scott farm.

Sample Hopkins No. 1. On the Hopkins farm. Prom the ledge about

25 feet from base of round hill on east side on side road to Hopkins farm

house about 1/2 mile east of house.

Sample Hopkins No. 2 on opposite side of hill from sample Hopkins
No. 1.

Mr. Walter Boothe had already taken the supervisor to see deposits
of sand which he thought might be suitable for use as a glass sand. On

June 23 a more detailed examination was made of this exposure. The sand is

basal Trinity in age and is very fine, white to gray in color, almost pure

quartz but with some darker minerals present. The bed ranges from 10 to 20

feet in thickness and the best exposures are on Section 82 west of the highway
and north of Cottonwood Creek and on section 90 east of the road in the canyon
cut by Cottonwood Creek. Gravel predominates at the ba.se and there are

occasional lenses of coarser material higher in the section. The sand on

Section 88 appears to be of better quality as regards possibility of use in

glass manufacture.

A number of samples of the sand and gravel were taken on the Boothe

property. These have been labeled ¥. Boothe No. 1,2, 3» 5> 6> and 7*
Sample No. 1 comes from Section 82, west of highway ~[o in a small stream just
below an old Indian Spring. The sample was taken two feet above the contact

with the Permian beds and consists of fine, to medium grained pink and yellow
sand unsuitable for use in glass manufacture.

Sample No. 2 is two or three feet higher and consists of unconsoli-

dated gravel.

Sample No. 3 i s ike fine gray quartz sand and this "bed makes up
the remaining 10 to 15 feet at the Trinity exposure.
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A small section was measured at the point where these samples
were taken. Total thickness of the sand and gravel beds is feet 8 inches.

Seven feet 8 inches of this consists of gravel or sand with gravel lenses,
the remainder of fine quarts sand.

Two samples were taken from the bluff along Cottonwood Creek. No. 4
was taken fifty yards west of the bridge on highway ~[o on Section SS.

Sample No. 5 came from the bluff a few yards upstream from No. 4.

Sample Ho, 6 was procured at the east base of highway Cretaceous

hill west of the Indian Spring.

Sample No. 7 came from northwest flank of same hill.

The strike of the Permian beds is north-south or nearly so, and. it

was considered probable that a bed as strongly individual in character as

strontium bed No. 1 should continue unchanged for some distance laterally.
Briefly it was hoped that it might be recognized among the Permian outcrops
in the southern portion of Nolan County. It was desirable also to examine the

outcrops of basal Trinity on the southern flank of the divide where other

areas of fine pure quartz sand might be located. Accordingly, on June 24 a

hasty survey of southern Nolan County was begun west of Blackwell and was

reasonably successful in realizing its size. The country is rolling and

somewhat more eroded than corresponding areas in the northern part of the couniy
and as a result exposures are poor except along the stream where the exposures
are lower in the section than is the strontium bed. However on a hilltop on

the Bob McParlan farm about a half-mile southeast of the house, strontium

minerals were found in a very pure state. The remnants of the ledge still

remain but most of it is eroded away. Excavation to the south should uncover

it however, as the county is slightly higher there. Sample Bob McParlan No. 2

and 2 come from the hill top west of an old school house area south of the

mail route.

The area surrounding the strontium find was carefully examined for

surface outcrops, but without much success. In a stream below the Oden farm-

house a sample of what is apparently strontianite or celestitems taken but

the bed from which it was taken is lower in the section than is the bed on the
McParlan property.

Outcrops along Ragle Creek on the White Hat ranch were examined and

near the border with the Jordan property outcrop of mineralised limestone was

seen apparently corresponding to strontium bed Ho, 1 from the associate section

a-bove and below. The thickness of the bed here is only from 4to 6 inches and
the mineralization occurs principally in cracks and cavities and may not be a

strontium mineral at all. Sample is listed as White Hat No. 1. The exposure
continues for a mile or more along Eagle Creek in high bluffs of red sandstone.

Robertson Creek was examined north of the Maryneal Star Route and
north and west of the White Hat ranch. Hie bluff along the creek on the Jack
Cochran ranch exposes 30 feet or more of red sandstone wall overlain by a slope
of from 30 to 50 feet of softer red sandy material, all red beds are heavily
crossbedded. Shis exposure is very near the top of the Permian in this area

as rolling cedar covered hills of typical Cretaceous topography just south of
the creek.
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On the Maryneal road at junction with the old Sweetwater road on

the Hobbs property is a small outcrop, some 6 feet in thickness, of basal

Trinity sand and gravel overlain by thin fossiliferous sandstones.

The basal Trinity sand was not found, although the outstanding
land features of the area consist of high Cretaceous hills or mesas capped
by hard, light gray, fossiliferous sandstone. On the whole the area east of

Blackwell does not look promising from the standpoint of mineral possibilities.

On the 27th attention was again diverted to Trinity sand exposures
north and west of Blackwell. Thei-e is an exposure of the sand on the Wilks

farm west of the old Sweetwater road and just south of Bear Creek. A sample
was taken for possible analysis and labeled Wilkes No. 1. Robertson Creek was

again visited this time further upstream and on this stream as it crosses the

John Alexander’s property, a steep bluff has been cut where from 60 to 75 fee*,

of sand and gravel section are exposed. Most of the sand is of beach type
ranging from fine to coarse and is yellow in color. Massive fossiliferous

limestone caps the bluff. Also on the Alexander ranch are several tributaries

to Robertson Creek which form a canyon that exposes varying thicknesses of the

sand.

On June 28 a final survey was made of the western part of Nolan

County. The area around Maryneal is flat to rolling and has almost no expo-
sures. North and west of Maryneal and south of Roscoe there is a Tertiary
overlap, and here too there are few exposures. Those seen consisted princi-
pally of coarse hard sandstone, sometimes almost a conglomeration. This over-

lap of more recent material extends south to within two miles of Silver Creel,

on the Higginbotham ranch, but all exposures are of Cretaceous age. One bluff

measured 140 fee„ in height and consisted of silt, sand, and gravel for lower

fifty feet, the rest being external massive fossiliferous limestone. The

predominate fossil is Bxogyra texanaj also many echinoderms are present.

The county A.A.A. will make available for tracing excellent air-

photos of the county and these will make the problems of mapping simple. More
work should be done on the strontium mineral exposure in the southern part of
the county. A few well placed pits and careful search for outcrops around th

higher hills along the Coke County line should extend the present limits of
the exposure. Probably the main exposure north of Lake Trammel can be furtho
extended and certainly it ought to be surveyed with a view to ascertain the lj
cation of the richer mineralization.
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The laboratory unit was established two years ago, on June 15, 1939»
for the purpose of preparing, storing, and cataloguing fossil specimens
collected by the field units. At the close of its second year of operation it
is housed in a large ground floor workroom and two fairly large upstairs rooms,

and has two storerooms for unprepared material and considerable storage space
for prepared specimens at its disposal. Adequate equipment has been obtained

for preparing most types of fossil specimens. It includes numerous work

tables and sand tables, a work bench equipped with vise, drill press, and power

grindstone; various carpenter tools and other special tools for construction

work, a portable electric welding outfit, and electric grinding tools and

hammer drills which have been constructed in the laboratory for use on special
types of specimens.

During the first part of 194 l another function was added to the

laboratory; namely, caring for mineral samples collected by the strategic
mineral survey units of the State-Wide Mineralogical Survey. During the

present quarter this phase of activity has been increased. Samples of heavy
mineral concentrates from placers in Mason County are being tested for tin,
and the tin separated from the remaining minerals. A chemist has been added
to the non-certified personnel of the laboratory to make analyses of various

mineral samples. Arrangements have been made with the Department of Petroleum

Engineering of The University of Texas for the use of their laboratories for

this work until a chemical laboratory can be equipped by the Bureau of Economic

Geology.

Prom April to June, inclusive, casts of packages containing
fossils were opened in the laboratory and fossil bones were prepared,
catalogued, and stored for study. Two skeletons were mounted for exhibition

in the Texas Memorial Museum, and restoration was done on 4 specimens, includin
several bones of one of these. Thirty-four chemical analyses of mineral

samples were made, and eighteen samples were tres,ted and separated in the

laboratory.

An average of 46 certified workers were employed during the quarter.*
There were two supervisory employes assigned at the beginning of the quarter,
and a third (the chemist) was added, making three at the end.

Mineralogical Work

Samples of heavy mineral concentrates from placers in Mason County
were treated in the laboratory to determine their tin content. These were

screened to eliminate large rock fragments, then treated with hydrochloric
acid and zinc. The samples were then examined under magnifying glasses, and
the tin minerals separated from the sands. The tin concentrate and residue

were stored separately for examination by geologists of the Bureau of Economic

Geology.

THE LABOBATQRY UNIT

Work Project No. 13419
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Analyses of 32 peat samples from bogs in Gonzales, Guadalupe, Lee,

Milam, and Freestone counties were made by the chemist. Moisture content,

ash content, and aciditjr were determined for each of these. The asphe.lt
content of two samples of rock from Montague and Cook counties was determined.

Paleontological Work

Preparation of fossil specimens from various sites in Bee County
and Stonewall County was completed during the present quarter. Work on

Crosby County collections was commenced at the beginning of the quarter and

a large number of specimens from these sites have been prepared. Preparation
of some of the Permian fossils from Clay County was also begun, and satis-

factory progress has been made on them. A number of fine specimens from the

Howard County Triassic localities have been completed, and many other bones

from these sites prepared for study. Some work has been done on the collec-

tions from Polk and San Jacinto counties, and several small collections have
been prepared.

The ground sloth skeleton mount was completed and placed on exhibi-
tion in the Texas Memorial Museum, Restoration of the carapace and tail rings
of the glyptodon from San Patricio County was completed and this specimen is

now being mounted for exhibition. A large phytosaur skull was restored.

Collections from a considerable number of new localities were pre-

pared, or partially prepared, during the quarter. As a matter of record
brief descriptions of each of these sites together with a list of the speci-
mens thus far identified from them are included here.

Pleistocene

Bee County.—A few specimens from site 6, on Blanco Creek, were

prepared during the quarter. No new forms were added to the fauna previously
knovm from this site. Two other pleistocene sites (20 and 21) were also

completed. This completes preparation of material collected hy the Bee

County unit with the exception of some elephant material found in Goliad

County and unimportant Pliocene specimens from the Buckner ranch site.

Site XX, Loc. No. on the Powers ranch, 1 mi. S, 1 mi. E,
4.3 mi. SE, and 0.7 mi. SW from Berclair, in the left hank of Blanco Creek,
Goliad County, Texas. Terrace deposit.

Lepisosteus Carnivore indet.

EquusTurtle

Clyp todon Tanupolama
Bison

Site XXI, Loc. No. Lucas ranch, Bee County, 4 mi. SE Berclair,
on right hank Blanco Creek near pipeline crossing. Terrace deposit. Fragments
only.

Eguus
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A netapodial, possibly of Protolabis, presumably reworked from the

underlying Goliad formation came from this site.

Loc. No. 31206, 4 miles ME of Skidmore, 0.3 mi, downstream from

bridge, on left hank of Aransas Hiver, Bee County, Texas, fragments only.

nquus

Blephas

Loc. No. 31205, Head Hock Creek, 700 feet S of Mayfield ranch house,

Briscoe Comity.

Squus
Nothrotherium

Loc. No. 31201, near Porestburg, Montague County. A miscellaneous

collection of Pleistocene fossils donated to the Bureau of Economic Geology.

Lepisosteus
Alligator
Holmesina

Smilodon

All the material from Stonewall County Pleistocene localities except
some elephant tusks which it is not planned to prepare immediately was com-

pleted. Three elephant tusks from these localities were prepared during this

quarter, and the scapula of a large ground sloth, Mylodon.

Pliocene

Crosby County.—A. large collection has been obtained from the

Blanco Beds in Crosby County. There are numerous sites around the head of

Blanco Canyon, on the J. S. Bridwell and Smith ranches, 10 miles north of

Crosbyton on the vest side of the Crosbyton-Ploydada highway. The fauna

collected consists predominantly of large camels, with fairly abundant

Stegomastodon, and Platygonus. Many of the pits contained almost entirely
one form, with only small fragments of the others. The large camel is pro-

visionally referred to Megatylopus, inasmuch as the type of that genus is H.

spatula (Cope) from the Blanco beds. Some of the specimens prepared emceed

the type of M. spatula in size and closely resemble Titanotylopus and

Gi gan to camelus, two genera recently described from the Pleistocene of Nebraska

by Barbour and Schultz. Until these specimens have been fully studied their

identification must be tentative. Possibly more than one camel is present.
Some smaller camel material is present, which is intermediate between Pliau-

chenia and Tanupolama. At many of the sites only limb bones are present, which

adds to the difficulties of determination. In early stages of cataloguing
this material some was referred to Camelops, but this determination was based

on limb bones only.

The generally held determination of the a,ge of the 31anco as Upper
Pliocene is held at present, for typically Pleistocene genera are almost absent
Bison has been reported at only two sites, and at one of these it was discovers
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that the material was in a fill cutting the Blanco beds, and hence of later

age. The other report has not yet been investigated. Equus is present in a

few sites, but is of the primitive or Plesippus type. Hannippus has been

found at but a single isolated site in the canyon, from which no other forms

were obtained.

Site 3, Loc. Ho. East side of draw, 50 yards south of

site 16, 19 feet above the contact. Only a few teeth were obtained from this

site.

Megatylopus

Site 4, Loc. No. 31175, 75 yards east of site 5» "between the forks

of a draw, at the edge of the "breaks, in white sandy clay 34 feet above basal

contact.

Stegomastodon
Platygonus
Megatylopus
Bison

Site 3 >
Loc. Ho, 3H71» 350 yards S, 20 E from gate near Mt. Blanco,

at edge of breaks, head of a canyon. Thirty-five feet above Triassic contact.

Stegomastodon
Mylodoa

Megatylopns

Site 6, Loc„ Ho. approximately mi. due north of Crawfish

ranch house, on south side of canyon,, underlying diatomite bed.

Megatylopus
Pliauchenia ?

Antilocaprid
Platygonus
Canid

Site 7* Loc. Ho, 3^-177> on north side of steep bluff capped by reef-,

limestone, 75 yards SW of site 2, at the contact.

lias to do nt (Stegomastodon)
Equus
Megatylopus

Site S, Loc. No, JllfS, 60 yards Ti of site 11, 35 feet above contact,
This site has furnished predominantly Stegomastodon bones.

Stegomastodon
Platygonus

Site 9, Loc. Ho. 3H79» 3/8 mi. HW of Crawfish ranch house, on

south side of draw, 17 feet above contact. Largest group of horse bones from

this site. A bird bone was obtained here, also.
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Bird (unidentified)
Lquus
Megatylopus

Site 10, Loc. No. 31130, 35 yards S of site 4, at contact, on west

side of bottom of draw. Some Bison bones were obtained near this site, but

in a distinctly later deposit.

Megatylopus

Site 11, Loc. No. 31131, at contact on south point of ridge 60

yards Sof site 3. This site has yielded well preserved camel material and

nothing else.

Megatylopus
Pliauchenia ?

Site 12, Loc. No. 31182, 25 yards W of site 10, 35 feet above con-

tact. A single Stegomastodon tooth from this site.

Site 13, Loc. No. 31193* 150 yards NW of Mt. Blanco, on south side

of small draw, on Smith ranch.

Megatylopus
Stegomastodon

Site 14, Loc„ No. 3119*+, 100 yards NT,' of Mt. Blanco, within 30 feet

of Mt. Blanco-Cone road, Turtle shell fragments and Stegomastodon tooth.

Site 15, Loc. No. 31195* 50 yards 17 of site 9» NT7 of Crawfish ranch

house, on north side of draw.

Squus
Stegomastodon
Megatylopus

Site 17, Loc. No. 31197* south side of canyon wall below flaggy
limestones, 50 yards west of site 6. String of caudal vertebrae of camel.

Site 19, Loc. No. 3H99* 100 yards Su of Mt. Blanco, on south side
of draw, at the contact of the red clay with the overlying Blanco green sands.

Megatylopus
Indeterminate camel limb bones
Mastodont

Bee County.—Hie Pliocene collections from Bee County (excepting the
additional mastodont material from the Buckner ranch site) v/ere completely-
prepared during this quarter. At the beginning of the quarter only a few

boxes of small specimens, mostly isolated teeth., remained to be cleaned.

Finishing this ?/ork occupied one man during the entire quarter, and the collec-

tion was completed shortly before the end of June. These specimens were from
the Parish ranch (site 15), and from Lira. S. N. Richards farm, 2 miles east

of Normanna, on Medio Creek (site 17-19)• No new records were added to either
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site 15 or site 17 from this material, although a considerable number of good
specimens were added to the collection. The other sites are similar to site

17 and probably represent a continuation of the same deposit.

Site 18, Loc. Ho. 31184, on the Mrs. S. M. Richards farm, on the

left bank of Medio Creek, 300 yards upstream from the mouth of the small

arroyo in which site 17 is located, is a small site which has yielded few

specimens, including a good Hannippus jaw.

Alligator
drionychid turtle
Trilophodon

Arnphicyon

Hannippus
Calippus
Pliohippus
Heohipparion

Prosthennops

Site 19, Loc. Ho. 31170, is on the right bank of Medio Creek, about

j- mi. S 7 of site 17. It has yielded an extensive though fragmentary fauna.

Lepisosteus Heohipparion
Testuao Calippus
Trionyx Mannippus
Alligator Pliohippus
l lylaganlus lietoreodon

Canid cf. Aelurodon Procamelus

Srilophodon Alticamelus

‘ieleoceras Paleomerycid sp.
Slastomeryx
Merycodus

Goliad County.—A single specimen has been collected from the

Pliocene cf Goliad County and prepared in the laboratory. It is from site 4,
Loc. No. 3i204,0n the John Dye farm, on the right bank of Manhuilla Creek -|-
mile upstream from bridge on Goliad-Yorktown road, in high sandstone bluff,
A maxillary of Hannippus. So far as may be told from this specimen the age
is essentially the same as the Bee County sites.

Polk County.—Preparation of material from the Polk-San Jacinto

County area has been under way throughout the quarter, and approximately
keeping pace with collecting. The material is in soft clayey matrix locally
hardened, and is difficult to prepare. Many of the specimens are exceedingly
fragmentary, although a few skulls, jaws, etc. have been collected. Material
has been prepared from the various sites as follows:

Site 2, Polk County Loc. Ho. J>H%3 • J» R. Smith ranch, Goodrich,
Texas} 7 aides south and 1~3/4 miles east from Livingston, in badlands south
of road. A large number of indeterminate limb bones of camels and horses.

Alligator (good jaws)
Rhinoceros ?

Hannippus - skull

Merychippus

Pliohippus
Alticamelus

Blastomeryx, including a skull and jaws.
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Site 3, Polk County, •§ mi. NE of site 2.

Merychippus
Camelid

Palaeomerycid

San Jacinto County.—Site 2, 1.3 mi. M Coldspring, "badlands east

of road.

Trilophodon
Merychippus
Nannippus
Prosthennops
Paleomerycid

Miocene

A small collection made by the Mobile Unit while prospecting the

Polk and San Jacinto County sites was prepared. This material was obtained

at site 1, San Jacinto County, Loc. No. 31190* the Mrs. Ella McMurray farm,

3 mi. NW of Point Blank, San Jacinto County.

Celtis (Hackberry seed)
Lepisosteus
Ameiurus

Alligator
Carnivore

Merychiopus
Camalid

Palaeoraerycid
Protoceratid

Eocene

An archaeocete vertebra was discovered in the Jackson Eocene by
the Gonzales County project at site 1, Gonzales County, LOC4 No. 31202, and

has been prepared. It appears to belong to the genus Basilosaurus.

Cretaceous

Three more lobsters from concretions in the Gober Chalk of Lamar

County were prepared. Each of these proved to be an interesting specimen, some

with the anterior end remarkably complete with antennae, eyes, and details
of sculpture well preserved. Two specimens from this site were prepared and
found to belong to a second genus of lobsters, Enoploclytia.

A specimen of pavement tooth shark teeth was received and catalogued.
It is from Loc. No. 31203* the v7. P. Bose farm, near Comanche Gap, Bell County.
She specimen was obtained on Lampasas River at the horseshoe curve north of

Onion Grove School by Jerry Wilson.
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